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Abstract — The purpose of this work is to describe the practical implementation of testing methods library for
applications with web-based interfaces, which are used for testing at each stage of the software project life cycle,
beginning from the prototype, based on an evolutionary prototype creation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The web-project quality is a complex integrated indicator. Quantitative indicators of quality
are defined by the introduction of criteria relating to performance, reliability, operation and
many other characteristics. However, the most important quality criteria are reliability and
compliance with the functional specifications of the project, or, in other words, compliance with
specified requirements of the system. One of the effective tools in this case, is the quality control
testing, which should be applied at all stages of the project life cycle. There is the problem to
make decisions about choosing the necessary tools and metrics for quality control, because of
the large selection offered quality control methods, including testing. Therefore, the objectives
were as follows:
• To explore the types of web-projects, and identify their characteristics and specific tools for
their testing;
• To examine metrics and quality control methods;
• To implement a comprehensive method of testing a web-based interface.
Most attention should be paid to finding bugs early in the project since it is in the early stages
the most important decisions are taken. Moreover, with the development of the project at each
stage cost of correcting the defect grows. Nevertheless, the initial level of quality control is
minimal and it increases with the promotion of the development process and complete testing
starts only at later stages. The result is too late error detection, followed by the road processing
system or its individual parts.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Web-projects have its specific problems. First, data and requirements for web-projects often
change, stored in various structured and unstructured formats in the system directory, creating
a problem of tracking their relevance and accuracy. Second, tests for web-projects should be
designed so that they are ready for possible changes in the technologies requirements and
overall architecture. All these factors necessitate a well-organized quality control process,
which laid the analysis stages and requirements specification for web-application and
confirmed them at all stages of life cycle.
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A set of test methods depends on the specific structure and purpose of web-projects, but
mostly on the result of personal tester experiences. Therefore, the study of types of web-projects
is important in order to determine their characteristics and specific tools for their testing [1].
Research scientists in the field of software quality verification touch various aspects of
information systems testing and prove the need for a control strategy and implementation
methods of testing in the early information systems stages. However, proposed methods do not
take into account the internal structure of the web projects and especially the web interface, and
there are no formal methods for assessing the functionality of web projects.
On the basis of this, it has been tasked to implement information technology for functional
verification web-oriented systems.
III. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION WEBORIENTED SYSTEMS
Information technology for functional verification web-oriented systems is presented in Fig.
1 and consists of the following methods and models [2-6]:
• Web-oriented systems verification model;
• The regression testing method for web-oriented systems [1];
• Model assessment of the uncertainty level for the process of information system
development [2, 3];
• Model and method of functionality assessing of web-oriented systems in conditions of
uncertainty;
• Estimation time reserves method for the software web-oriented systems development based
on uncertainty [1, 4];
• Evaluation model of software web-oriented systems functionality, taking into account losses
[5].

Fig. 1 Information technology for functional verification web-oriented systems

Realized information technology [6] allows estimating the functional suitability of weboriented systems with the uncertainty of scheduling, and includes the following steps:
Step 1. Uncertainty assessment for different models of development:
• Gathering expert estimates the probability of risks occurrence in the development of
web-oriented systems;
• Evaluation of the index reduces the efficiency of information system development by the
uncertainty level model assessment during the web-oriented systems development, using
fuzzy inference;
• Drawing up the initial schedule using the method of time reserves evaluation during
developing web-oriented systems for uncertainty.
Step 2. Iteration duration assessment by the method of estimating time reserves to account for
the web-projects uncertainty.
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Step 3. Web-oriented systems testing by the regression testing with functional assessment
models for web-oriented systems taking into account losses - after the planning stage sprint
web-oriented systems implement the tasks assigned to the development of the current sprint,
followed by a test of the results. At this stage, automated re-evaluation of input parameters by
information are obtained through testing developed in the current sprint artifacts.
Step 4. Risk reassessment based on testing, using evaluation models for the web-oriented
systems functionality, taking into account losses.
Step 5. Completion of the development.
Information technology is implemented as a test methods library that consists of the following
modules:
1. "Xenus Report Analizer" module (for automation of the regression testing method for
web-oriented systems, verification model of web-oriented systems, model and method of
functionality assessing of web-oriented systems in conditions of uncertainty);
2. "The risk assessment methods library" module (for the automation for the process
uncertainty level assessment of information system development and estimation the time
reserves method for the software web-oriented systems development based on
uncertainty).
The heart of developed testing methods library for applications with web-based interfaces is
Xenus Report Analyzer, because to control the quality of web-project manager it is required to
process and monitor a large number of quality parameters of the project, including compliance
with the developed web-project prototype approved by the customer. We need to use the
necessary means testing at each stage of the project life cycle beginning from creating an
evolutionary project prototype [1]. Given the large size and complexity of modern webprojects, there is a need for tools that automate and simplify the control of the developed
product. On this basis, it was concluded that there is a necessity for implementation of a module
for automation of the regression testing method for web-oriented systems.
IV. DECRIBING XENUS REPORT ANALYZER
To assess the compliance of prototype, testing was performed by following metrics:
compliance with the number of pages per second and third level of nesting prototype version
of the project; number of pages being deeper in the third level of nesting; matching project to
the structure prototype. With these metrics, the established test for compliance at every stage is
artifact with customer.
Visual C# compiler was selected as the environment development method development
environment for complex testing of web-projects, because it significantly reduces the amount
of code through an ordered hierarchy of program structures and classes [7].
The Xenus Report Analyzer checks the development of the web-sites basing on the reports of
the program Xenu, containing information on the list of accessible web-pages of the site and
the links between them [1]. Class ExcelWorker was designed to work with these reports,
containing methods for converting a file report by Xenu Microsoft Excel, obtaining the name
of the report, downloading the report, a list of pages and their nesting level, a list of all the pages
of a unique report.
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Tested software showed that the greatest amount of time occupied the Page Map project
downloading and determination for nesting pages level, because reports have a large number of
rows. Matrix operations forming relationships took the least of all time.
The testing Xenus Report Analyzer is shown in Fig. 2. The left side of the interface matrix
shows links between pages, and the right one - all pages of the project and their level of nesting.
Here are the calculated metrics conformity assessment and call buttons prototype reference
values and conversion metrics at the bottom.

Fig. 2 Testing Xenus Report Analyzer
Value metrics in Fig. 2 shows that the project is in the final stage of development and meets
the requirements for the number of pages of different nesting levels.
V. TESTING XENUS REPORT ANALYZER
To test software four reports were taken. The first two reports contain general information
and a map of the project site, and the other two - the prototype. The report contains general
information on the project, having 9052 lines, and report on the site map, having 26,949 lines.
The report keeps the overall site information prototype contains 429 lines, and report on the site
map contains 459 lines.
The tests have shown that the greatest amount of time was occupied by project Page Map
downloading, and the determination for the project nesting pages level, because reports have a
large number of rows. Matrix operations forming relationships took the least of all time.
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TABLE I.

TESTING RESULTS

Operation
Download Page Map Project
Determining the level of the project nesting pages
The formation of matrix connections between project pages
Downloading the Page Map prototype
Determining the prototype nesting pages level
Forming links between prototype pages matrix

Approximate time
spent on the
operation (s)
8.1
7.4
1.8
1.7
2
0.5

CONCLUSIONS
The library for applications with web-based interface were developed, implementing the
developed methods and algorithms of dynamical verification. This library allows to assess the
compliance of web-site prototype at each stage of the project life cycle.
The heart of developed library is Xenus Report Analyzer, allowing to gather information and
to increase the efficiency of testing by analyzing the structure of the prototype and developed
web-applications.
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